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Flash crash and Knight Capital trading error were the result of out-of-control technology, summit hears  

Technology getting out of control is the biggest concern with high-frequency trading (HFT), 
the US Financial Industry Regulatory Authority's (Finra) chief information officer told delegates at 
the North American Financial Information Summit in New York yesterday. 

Steve Randich said that incidents such as the 2010 flash crash[4] – which saw the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average plunge 998.5 points and then recover almost as quickly as it fell – are the result of 
unintended consequences of technology losing control. He told delegates that the Knight Capital[5] 
incident, which saw the market-maker lose $440 million in 40 minutes in August 2012 because of a 
rogue algorithm brought on by new software, was a symptom of the same problem. 

"I would say that the biggest concern [with HFT] is the unintended or the corollary issues, 
which I think led to the flash crash[6] and certainly led to the Knight Capital problem," Randich said. 
"And this is technology just getting out of control – software bugs, poor controls and operational 
monitoring deficiencies where we've actually seen real issues." 

He told delegates it 
was like driving a car at 100 
miles an hour and crashing 
rather than driving at 15 
miles an hour and crashing 
– the consequences will, of 
course, be graver. "This is a 
real issue. Software bugs 
and operational controls 
are really a focus." 

Finra plans to 
increase scrutiny of 
controls and technology 
around HFT and automated 
trading systems, he added: 
"We are going to make 
sure there is good hygiene around [those areas]. We are definitely stepping that up." 

In fact, Finra already has several investigations under way: "We have 170 open investigations 
into potential abuse of algorithms, inadequate supervision in terms of operations and technology-
related issues. We've got 30 surveillance patterns that involve 55 threat scenarios related to HFT. 
They are our crown jewels; this is what we do best." 
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